We investigate the multi-order parameter phase field model of Steinbach and Pezzolla [I. Steinbach, F. Pezzolla, A generalized field method for multiphase transformations using interface fields, Physica D 134 (1999) 385-393] concerning its ability to describe grain boundary premelting. For a single order parameter situation solid-melt interfaces are always attractive, which allows to have (unstable) equilibrium solid-melt-solid coexistence above the bulk melting point. The temperature dependent melt layer thickness and the disjoining potential, which describe the interface interaction, are affected by the choice of the thermal coupling function and the measure to define the amount of the liquid phase. Due to the strictly finite interface thickness also the interaction range is finite. For a multi-order parameter model we find either purely attractive or purely repulsive finite-ranged interactions. The premelting transition is then directly linked to the ratio of the grain boundary and solid-melt interfacial energy.
Introduction
Multi-phase field models are a powerful method to simulate complex microstructure evolution and interfacial pattern formation processes in a wide range of applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Whereas the role of isolated interfaces both in equilibrium and non-equilibrium is well understood, there is still a lack of understanding of the interaction of interfaces. In a phase-field context, interactions appear when the smooth order parameter profiles with a width ξ overlap. These interactions can strongly influence the behaviour of polycrystalline materials, especially at elevated temperatures. This interaction is relevant to understand phenomena like grain coalescence [6] and grain boundary premelting [7] . The latter has widely been studied experimentally [8, 9, 10] and in various modelling methods, among them lattice models [11, 12] , molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations [13, 14] , phase field models [15] , orientational order parameter phase field models [16, 17] , phase field crystal [18, 19, 20] and amplitude equations descriptions [21, 22, 23] , with a strong influence on nucleation [24] and melting kinetics [25] . This progress established the understanding that in general high energy grain boundaries tend to premelt, in contrast to those with a small misorientation angle. This effect is attributed to a short-ranged interaction between adjacent solid-melt interfaces, denoted as disjoining potential. For an attractive potential, the grain boundary can even sustain temperatures above the melting point (provided that surface melting is inhibited), whereas repulsive interactions lead to the formation of a thin melt layer already below the bulk melting temperature T M . From an energetic standpoint one expects that the ratio of the grain boundary energy σ gb to twice the solidmelt interfacial energy 2σ sl is the decisive parameter at the melting point: For σ gb /2σ sl larger (smaller) than unity the dry grain boundary is energetically less (more) favourable, and we therefore expect a repulsive (attractive) interaction between the solid-melt interfaces. Phenomenologically, the interaction is then described by an exponential decay [26, 6] . We note that in general one has to carefully extrapolate the temperature-dependent grain boundary energy to the melting point to predict the premelting transition correctly [27] . Another application of the above mentioned problem, besides grain boundary premelting, is the existence of thin γ channels in between γ precipitates in Ni-base superalloys. In these alloys wetting of the γ matrix between precipitates prevents topological inversion of matrix and precipitate phase. This will be treated in detail elsewhere.
The multi-order parameter phase field model [28] is frequently used for many materials science related ques-tions and the basis for the phase field codes Micress and OpenPhase [29] . One of the benefits of this phase field model is that in a dual interface no undesired third phase contributions appear. This is an advantage in comparison to simple multi-order parameter phase field models based on a multi-well potential, unless careful efforts are made to suppress spurious third-phase contributions in such dual interfaces [30] . Here, in contrast, we are particularly interested in situations, where third phases (e.g. a liquid) appear at the interface between two others (which can also be grains of the same material with a different orientation). Already from a practical point of view it is important to understand the behaviour of this model if grain boundaries are brought to temperatures close to the melting point -a situation which is naturally encountered in modelling of solidification. The guiding question is therefore whether the model is appropriate to capture the grain boundary premelting effect in a phenomenological sense. A qualitative inspection of this model has been discussed briefly for the single order parameter case in [15] , but neither quantitative results were derived, nor the important extension to the multi-order parameter case has been pursued, which allows to have not only attractive interface interactions. It is therefore the purpose of the present paper to shed light on the grain boundary premelting behavior of this multi-order parameter phase field model.
The article is organised as follows: In section 2 the phase field model is briefly presented. Section 3 analyses the model for a single order parameter case, where only one grain orientation is considered. Also, there shall be no translational misfit between the grains, as discussed in [23] . In this case adjacent solid-melt interfaces always attract each other, in agreement with the expectation that the disappearance of the thin melt layer reduces the total interfacial energy. The interaction range is strictly finite. Moreover, we confirm that despite the mathematical nature of the model, which implies a piecewise solution of the phase field profiles, the order parameters do have a continuous slope at the transition points where the number of locally present phases changes. In section 4 the results will be generalised to the multi-order parameter case, where the distinction between different grain orientations can be encoded by the phase fields. Here, the interactions turn out to be either attractive or repulsive, depending on the ratio of the dry grain boundary energy to the solid-melt interfacial energy. Again, the order parameters are spatially continuous and kink-free.
Model description
Starting point of the description is a free energy functional [28] ,
which depends on the (dimensionless) phase fields (or order parameters) φ α . Each of them characterises one phase, and in the bulk for the locally present phase φ α = 1, whereas all others vanish, φ β = 0 for β α. Here, N is the maximum number of phases which may appear in the description. With the constraint
at each position, the phase fields may also be interpreted as local volume fractions of the phases. In this sense it is imposed that the phase fields should be non-negative, φ α ≥ 0, hence by Eq. (2) also φ α ≤ 1. In the model formulation this is formally enforced by an infinite energy penalty if the phase field values leave the domain of allowed values, i.e. the generating functional is
The second term in the expression (1), i.e. the local term φ α φ β is called the obstacle potential. Together with the penalty terms in Eq. (3) it leads to the fact that the phase fields become strictly one or zero outside an interface region. In this sense the model differs from phase field formulations with a multi-well potential, where the phase fields typically have the form φ α (x) = (1 + tanh x)/2, and therefore approach the bulk values exponentially but never strictly reach them. For practical purposes the multi-obstacle potential therefore allows to rigorously confine the phase field evolution to the interface regions, which can be used to accelerate the simulations. Further parameters appearing in Eq. (1) are the interfacial energies σ αβ = σ βα (dimension: J/m 2 ) and the interface thickness parameters η αβ = η βα (dimension: m). The tilt function g({φ i }), which may depend on several order parameters, shall be zero in the liquid and one in the solid, such that deviations of the (homogeneous) temperature T from the melting temperature T M favour either the solid or liquid phase. This term also contains the latent heat L (dimension: J/m 3 ). The dynamics of the phase fields is then expressed through interface fieldṡ
and for the phase field evolution in the interface regions, 0 < φ α < 1
with kinetics coefficients µ αβ = µ βα > 0. Here,Ñ is the number of phases with non-vanishing volume fractions at the present position. The above structure of the model formulation indicates that the fields should be determined piece-wise, and therefore also the interface profiles will depend sensitively on the number of locally present phases. In the context of grain boundary wetting we therefore carefully have to distinguish between single phase regions, dual interfaces and regions, where additionally to solid phases a melt appears.
In the present paper we focus exclusively on equilibrium properties, thus in the above equation (5) the time derivative on the left hand side vanishes. We have shown in a previous publication that the stationarity of the phase fields also implies that interface fields vanish,ψ αβ = 0, as defined in Eq. (4) [31] . The resulting equilibrium conditions for the phase field can then also be obtained via energy minimisation. First, let us consider a situation where all phase fields are non-trivial (i.e. 0 < φ α < 1 for all α), such that F = F 0 . To impose the constraint (2) we writẽ
Hence the energy minimisation conditions read
for α = 1, . . . , N − 1. Noting further thatψ αβ = ψ αN −ψ βN , we can therefore conclude that a vanishing right hand side of Eq. (4) for all pairs α, β is equivalent to the minimisation of the free energy under the constraint (2). Here we point out, that these conditions only hold provided that all phase fields are non-trivial, as then the equilibrium is determined by a local extremum of the functional F. If, however, at least one phase field becomes zero or one, the discontinuity of the formal energy penalty term in Eq. (3) leads to a solution via a global minimum of the functional, and consequently the local conditionsψ αβ = 0 are inconvenient to apply. Here, instead, the energy minimisation picture is more useful. To illustrate this we use the specific case N = 3 which is most relevant for the present paper. Let us assume that phase 3 is not appearing, i.e. φ 3 ≡ 0. Then we write the energy functional asF(φ 1 ) = F(φ 1 , 1 − φ 1 , 0), and the equilibrium condition reads
with φ = φ 1 for brevity. Hence the description effectively reduces to a single order parameter model, and the functional reads
in the interface region, where we defined σ = σ 12 , η = η 12 . Furthermore, h(φ) = g(φ, 1 − φ, 0).
Single order parameter description
In this section we will focus on the single order parameter case, where we denote by φ = 1 the solid and by φ = 0 the liquid phase. We investigate situations, where the planar liquid phase is sandwiched between two solid semi-infinite crystals. This way, the description becomes one-dimensional. If the melt layer thickness is large in comparison to the phase field interface thickness, stationary solutions only exist at T = T M , due to the absence of an interface curvature. If the interfaces come closer to each other, and they start to interact, hence a stationary solution can exist only with a different temperature. In the single order parameter case, the two "grains" are physically identical, and therefore a complete merging, when the melt is removed, therefore leads to a perfect single crystal. Apparently, this is an energetically favourable situation, and therefore we expect for the single order parameter case only attractive interactions between the solid-melt interfaces. Nevertheless, the detailed investigation of this case is an important prerequisite for the multi-order parameter case in the following section, where also repulsive interactions can emerge.
In the interface region (0 < φ < 1), the equilibrium condition reads according to Eqs. (8) and (9) − 2ξ with the interface thickness ξ = η/π and the dimensionless deviation from the melting temperature ∆ =
The prime denotes the spatial derivative in interface normal direction x. The solution of this equation connects to the domains where φ = 1 in the solid phases. Explicit solutions depend on the choice of the coupling function, and different cases will be discussed below, see Fig. 1 . In this representation the free energy per unit area becomes
A specific property of interest will be the thickness W of the melt layer as function of temperature. This quantity can be defined in different ways, and we use here two different measures for W. The first is to call the system to be liquid, if this is the locally dominant phase, i.e. φ < 1/2. Hence we would define the melt layer thickness as the distance between the points where the phase field crosses this limiting value φ = 1/2. Another way to define the melt layer thickness is to use the integral expression
which expresses that the amount of liquid is proportional to the latent heat contribution. Both expressions deliver different results, but the qualitative picture remains unaffected. Multiplication of Eq. (10) with φ (x) and integration yields
where the integration constant on the right hand side results from notion that in the pure solid φ ≡ 1 the coupling function is h(1) = 1. This equation can be interpreted as the representation of the phase field problems in the sense of the mechanical motion of a point particle in a one dimensional energy landscape. For this, we have to read the spatial coordinate x as time variable and consequently the spatial derivative as time derivative. The phase field value φ(x) is the position of the particle. Then, the first term in the expression (13) is the kinetic energy of the system, the other two terms the potential energy, and the right hand side −∆ is the conserved total energy. In this picture, which leads to the "Newtonian equation of motion" (10), the particle starts its motion from the position φ = 1 with vanishing velocity, rolls down in the potential energy landscape and accelerates. It then rolls up to the classical turning point φ * , where φ (x) = 0, i.e. the particle shortly comes to rest and hence the kinetic energy vanishes. This point is therefore defined by the condition
which is therefore temperature dependent. Since 0 ≤ h ≤ 1 this equations has valid solutions 0 < φ * < 1 only for ∆ > 0, hence for overheating of the grain boundary. This is reflecting the aforementioned attractive interaction of the solid-melt interfaces. To compensate the attractive interaction between the solid-melt interfaces, the enclosed melt has to be stabilised by the overheating above the melting temperature. We set the origin of the "time" x = 0 exactly at the turning point φ = φ * . After that, the particle inverts its trajectory and moves back towards φ = 1. Then by time inversion symmetry, φ(x) = φ(−x). For an extended discussion of this mechanical analogy we refer to [15] . In the mechanical interpretation the melt layer thickness is then nothing else than the "time" which the particle spends between the position φ = φ * and φ = 1/2. Solving Eq. (13) for φ (x) and integration therefore yields
where the prefactor 2 stems from the "time" inversion symmetry.
From a thermodynamic perspective we can then represent the free energy of the system as
which first consists of the bulk term due to the deviation from the melting temperature; this term is proportional to the melt layer thickness W. Second, the disjoining potential V(W) reflects the interface interaction.
Third, at large distances W ξ, where the interaction has decayed, V(W) → 0, only two solid-melt interfaces remain with interfacial energy σ sl = σ each. In equilibrium F (W) = 0, hence from the inverted expression ∆ = ∆(W) we get for the disjoining potential
For the alternative definition of the melt layer thickness W h according to Eq. (12) we get
which requires the knowledge of the phase field profile φ(x). The disjoining potential V h (W h ) is then defined as excess contribution
which vanishes for two non-interacting solid-melt interfaces.
To make the preceding steps more transparent, we use now three different coupling functions, see Fig. 1 , and derive explicit results for the melt layer thickness as function of temperature and the disjoining potential. We mention for completeness, that there exists additionally one distinct coupling function which guarantees the so called "traveling wave solution" for a planar interface (see Appendix II in [3] ). In the present work we restrict ourselves to power law functions in order to derive compact analytical expressions. The generalisation to other coupling functions is straightforward.
Case 1: h(φ) = φ
The general solution of the stationary phase field equation (10), which obeys the symmetry φ(x) = φ(−x) is in the two-phase region
with integration constants A, B. Symmetry implies B = 0. For the moment we do not yet make assumptions on the value of A. However, since outside the interface region φ = 1 we can conclude A ≥ A min with A min = (1 − ∆)/2. In case of equality the phase field approaches the constant value smoothly, i.e. with continuous derivative φ (x), whereas is all other cases it would exhibit a kink at the connection point. Although we can immediately assume continuity of the phase field (otherwise the free energy would have a singular term through the gradient energy, and this would not be an equilibrium situation), continuity of the derivative is not directly obvious. In fact, we have encountered in [31] situations with moving fronts where kinks naturally appear in the phase field profiles. On the other hand, the phase field must not become negative, in agreement with the penally term (3), hence A ≤ A max with
Here one has to keep in mind that ∆ > 0 due to the attractive interaction between the interfaces.
To shed light on the question whether kinks appear in the phase field profiles we calculate the free energy F as function of A. The interface region is located between |x| < x 0 with x 0 = ξ arccos[(∆−1)/2A], which is also the integration interval for the free energy expression (11) . Using the solution (20) then gives
with ψ = arcsec[2A/(∆ − 1)]. Equilibrium demands global minimisation of the expression F with respect to A. This function has a local and global maximum at the upper bound A max and a global minimum at A min . Hence we can conclude that in equilibrium A = A min , which corresponds to the kink free solution. Solution (20) is then valid in the regime |x/ξ| ≤ π, and outside this interval φ = 1. The absence of a kink is in agreement with the mechanical analogy, that the particle starts rolling down the negative obstacle potential coming from the rest position φ = 1. Initially, the velocity of the particle is zero, hence φ (−x 0 ) = 0, and this is already reflected in equation (13) by proper choice of the integration constant. Fig. 2 shows phase field profiles for different temperatures. Closer to the melting point the melt layer thickness is higher. We note that these profiles correspond to unstable solutions, i.e. a maximum of the free energy (16), hence small perturbations leads either to complete melting to disappearance of the melt layer (thus φ ≡ 1 then). For ∆ > 1 the melt disappears completely, and then the phase field is constantly φ(x) ≡ 1.
Using Eq. (15) we can then determine the equilibrium melt layer thickness as function of temperature. Integration yields readily
which is shown in Fig. 3 . For ∆ > 1/2 the melt layer tickness W becomes zero, which results from the definition of this measure. As one can see in the interface profiles in Fig. 2 there is still a remaining volume fraction of the liquid, but since then φ > 1/2 it does not contribute to W. On the other hand, if ∆ approaches the melting point, the thickness still remains finite. This is different from the phase field model with a doublewell potential, where W diverges logarithmically, if T M is approached from above [15] . Here, however, the two solid-melt interfaces do not overlap for W > πξ, and therefore they do not interact. Hence, such a solidliquid-solid arrangement can only exist at ∆ = 0. Integration of the disjoining potential gives according to expression (17)
which is valid for W ≤ πξ and purely attractive there, see Fig. 4 . For W larger than this value, the interaction vanishes. If we use the alternative definition of the melt layer thickness (12) we obtain from the solution (20)
which is plotted in Fig. 5 . In comparison to W the liquid disappears here only for ∆ ≥ 1. Notice that beyond this threshold the phase field is therefore constantly φ(x) ≡ 1. This feature can easily be understood using the mechanical interpretation of the rolling particle in the negative potential energy landscape U(φ) := −φ(1 − φ) − ∆ · h(φ), where the initial position of the particle is φ = 1. The slope U (1) = 1 − ∆ · h (φ) becomes negative for ∆ > 1 for the present choice of the coupling function, and then the particle cannot leave the position φ = 1, as it would have to roll uphill. Therefore, beyond this threshold no liquid phase can exist also in the spirit of W h . 
The corresponding expression for the disjoining potential becomes
for W ≤ πξ and V h = 0 otherwise. This result is visualised in Fig. 6 . With this definition, the interfacial energy becomes 2σ for fully separated solid-melt interfaces and vanishes for a perfectly healed crystal with W h = 0. It therefore interpolates naturally between the two limiting values. These results show that the results depend in detail on the precise definition of the observables, but the qualitative picture remains unchanged. In particular, the interaction is attractive and vanishes for non-overlapping interfaces. 
Case 2: h(φ)
Here, the integration constant is already adjusted such that the slope of the phase field is continuous at the border of the interface region. Apparently, with this choice of h(φ) the interface is stretched for deviations from bulk phase equilibrium, ∆ = 0. The same stretching factor appears in the melt layer thickness,
which is shown in Fig. 3 . At ∆ = 0 the melt layer thickness is independent of the coupling function, and therefore the curves for different choices of h(φ) come together at this point, where the two solid-melt interfaces just touch and do not overlap. For higher temperatures, the curves W(∆) differ for the different coupling functions. In particular, for the present choice h(φ) = φ 2 the melt layer thickness becomes zero already at ∆ = 1/3.
Here, the disjoining potential cannot be obtained in closed form and is therefore integrated numerically. The result is shown in Fig. 4 . As expected, it is close to the curve for the previous coupling function h(φ) = φ, hence the choice of the coupling function is only of minor relevance. The most important features are therefore that the interaction is -as expected -purely attractive, and that it has only a finite range.
For the alternative definition of W h and V h we get
see Fig. 5 . Due to the different definition the melt layer thickness of two non-overlapping interfaces is therefore W h (0) = 5πξ/4. In agreement with the mechanical picture the melt layer thickness is zero for ∆ > 1/2, since then U (1) < 0. Numerical inversion ∆(W h ) and insertion into the expression
delivers then the disjoining potential as function of the melt layer thickness, see Fig. 6 .
Case 3: h(φ)
This choice of the coupling function has a certain popularity in models which use a double-well potential. The reason is that apart from the properties h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1 also h (0) = h (1) = 0. This has the consequence that the bulk states φ = 0 and φ = 1 are not shifted to different values for ∆ 0 in these models. For the obstacle potential this property is less crucial, as there the bulk state minimum in the potential landscape is cusp-like, and the thermal tilt does not shift the bulk states also for other choices of the coupling function. Here we mainly use this function as an example for a case, where neither the phase field profile, the melt layer thickness nor the disjoining potential can be calculated analytically, and instead numerical integrations have to be used. The results are shown in the preceding plots Figs. 3 and 4 . In particular, the disjoining potential is essentially in between the two previous cases. Altogether we find that the disjoining potential is only rather weakly affected by the choice of the coupling function. According to this definition of W h the solid-melt coexistence goes up to arbitrarily high temperatures, see Fig. 5 . Due to the choice of the coupling function h (1) = 0, and therefore U (1) > 0 for all ∆ > 0, hence in the mechanical interpretation the particle always rolls a bit in the direction of smaller φ and therefore W h remains finite. This is also visible in the phase field profiles in Fig. 7 . In contrast to Fig. 2 here not only the drop of the phase field value decays with increasing temperature, but also the end points of the interface region move closer together. Finally, the disjoining potential V h (W h ) is shown in Fig. 6 .
Multi-order parameter description
As we have seen in the analysis in the preceding section, a single order parameter model always leads to an attractive interaction between the solid-melt interfaces. This is due to the effect that complete disappearance of the melt layer (W h = 0) leads to a perfectly healed crystal (φ ≡ 1), and therefore interfacial energy contributions disappear completely, which reduces the total energy. Here, instead, we discuss situations, where the left and right semi-infinite crystal are characterised by different order parameters. Although we mainly have here in mind to distinguish between two different grain orientations of the same phase, which are separated by its melt, one can also consider more generally segregation phenomena at grain boundaries, and also the extension towards wetting of different phases is possible. In the following we therefore use φ 1 and φ 2 for the two solid phases and φ 3 for the melt phase, as shown in Fig. 8 . Since we have seen in the preceding section that different coupling functions and different definitions of the melt layer thickness only lead to quantitative differences but do not change the overall behaviour, we restrict the analysis here to just one case for clarity. In particular, we choose g(φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 ) = 1 − φ 3 for the local volume fraction of the solid phases. The generalisation to other definitions as above is straightforward. As shown in Fig. 8 the phase fields separate the entire domain into three different regions. Here we focus for simplicity on symmetrical grain boundaries, which implies that the solid-melt interfacial energies and thickness are are equal. In particular, we use η αβ = η equal for all interfaces. For the interfacial energies we assume σ sl = σ 13 = σ 23 , which differs in general from the grain boundary energy σ gb = σ 12 . Then the problem is symmetrical, and we choose the origin of the coordinate system such that it is located at the symmetry point. In region I one of the solid phase fields φ 1 or φ 2 is equal to one, and the other fields vanish. In region II the melt phase starts to appear, but one of the phase fields of the solid phases is still zero. Finally, in region III all phase fields acquire nontrivial values. In the following the phase field equations will be solved separately in all these regions and matched together. Due to the symmetry it is sufficient to solve the problem for x ≤ 0.
First, in region I (x < −x 1 ) trivially φ Second, in region II (−x 1 < x < −x 2 ) the equilibrium is obtained by minimisation of the functional F 0 (φ 1 , 0, 1 − φ 1 ) in Eq. (1) with respect to φ 1 . This gives in analogy to Eq. (10)
with ∆ 13 = Lη(T − T M )/[4σ 13 T M ], which is the same measure for the overheating as in section 3 (remember that σ 13 is the solid-melt interfacial energy, which was previously denoted by σ). The solution of this equation is
The two parameters A (II) and x (II) 0 are integration constants for the second order differential equation.
Third, in region III (−x 2 < x < x 2 ) the equilibrium conditions follow from variation of the free energy F 0 (φ 1 , φ 2 , 1 − φ 1 − φ 2 ) both with respect to φ 1 and φ 2 . They read explicitly
and
The general solution of these coupled equations is
in agreement with the symmetry property φ 1 (x) = φ 2 (−x). Similar to the considerations in the previous section for the single order parameter model we require continuity of the phase fields at the connecting points −x 1 and −x 2 , but do not a priori demand continuity of the slopes. Hence we get as boundary conditions
The six unknowns of the problem are
and A (III) . We have checked numerically that the free energy is minimised if indeed the slopes of the phase fields are also continuous at the connection points, i.e.
which provides the remaining equations to determine the unknowns. The solution for these coefficients is
and x 1 and x 2 are determined by the relations
We mention in passing that physically reasonable kinkfree solutions exist only for σ 12 /σ 13 < 4, see Eqs. (34) and (35). Higher ratios are therefore not considered in the following. From the preceding results the melt layer thickness can be computed, and this is shown in Fig. 9 . As expected, we find now a transition from attractive to repulsive interaction at σ 12 = 2σ 13 . A characteristic feature is the inflection point in all curves, which is due to the fact that depending on the temperature, the point where the melt phase fraction is below φ 3 = 1/2 can be located either in region II or III in Fig. 8 .
From the corresponding total free energy per unit area of the system F we can then determine the disjoining potential according to
The result is shown in Fig. 10 . Here it is directly visible that the transition between purely attractive and repulsive interactions takes place at the classical threshold σ 12 /σ 13 = 2. The interaction becomes strictly zero for W/ξ > π.
In agreement with the definition (12) in the single order parameter case the integral definition of the melt layer thickness reads here
The equilibrium melt layer thickness as function of temperature using this measure is shown in Fig. 11 . These curves look very similar to the ones in Fig. 9 , indicating that here the choice of the measure for the melt layer thickness is not important. Similar to Eq. (46) we can then determine also the disjoining potential V h , which is shown in Fig. 12 . In the limit σ 12 /σ 13 → 0, i.e. vanishing grain boundary energy, the behaviour reduces to the single order parameter case, see Fig. 5 .
To better understand the transition between the attractive and repulsive situations, we can look at the bridging temperature ∆ b , at which the melt layer thickness W h becomes zero. In the free energy landscape (1) it is sufficient to inspect the local terms, which appear in the free energy density for our choice of the coupling function as
where we immediately set φ 3 = 1 − φ 1 − φ 2 . A dual interface between the solid phases can be free of a wetting melt phase if any appearance of φ 3 > 0 increases the energy. In the (φ 1 , φ 2 ) plane the dual interface between phase 1 and phase 2 corresponds to the diagonal φ 1 + φ 2 = 1, and the orthogonal direction n = (−1, −1) to the appearance of the third phase 3. The criterion for wetting (W h > 0) is then ∇ f l · n < 0. The threshold, where this inner product vanishes, gives therefore the bridging temperature ∆ b . Evaluation gives for σ 13 = σ 23
which agrees with the results in Fig. 11 . First, we see that the bridging temperature changes sign exactly at the classical threshold for grain boundary wetting, σ 12 = 2σ 13 . Second, this result is in agreement with the classical expectation [6] T 
withσ = σ 12 − 2σ 13 . A comparison with the actually determined disjoining potentials V h (W h ) is shown in Fig. 13 in a semi-logarithmic representation. The results for the multi-order parameter phase field model do not have the exponential structure since the interaction between interfaces must end at a finite separation with a multi-obstacle potential. However, for low values of W h it agrees well with the empirical model (51) using the above value for the interaction range δ = η/2.
Summary and conclusions
We have analysed the ability of the widely used phase field model [28] to describe grain boundary premelting.
In the single order parameter case we find always an attractive interaction between overlapping solid-melt interfaces. This is due to the fact that merging of the solidphases removes the interfacial energy between the two grains with identical orientation, which are represented by the same order parameter. The interaction vanishes as soon as the interfaces with finite thickness do not overlap anymore. The precise predictions for the melt layer thickness and the disjoining potential depend on the choice of the thermal coupling function and the definition of the melt film width.
In the multi-order parameter case we find both attractive and repulsive interactions, and the transition between them appears at the classically expected threshold σ sl /σ gb = 2. In contrast to phase field models with a multi-well potential the interaction is strictly repulsive above this transition and does not exhibit an attractive tail, which was considered to be not physical [15] . Instead, the interaction vanishes completely as soon as the distance W between the solid-melt interfaces exceeds η = πξ, which is the case when the interfaces no longer overlap. Consequently, due to this cutoff the disjoining potential differs also from a phenomenological exponential decay at large distances, which has also been found in amplitude equations and phase field crystal descriptions. The disjoining potential is either attractive or repulsive, in agreement with the empirical analytical model, while the disjoining potentials predicted by Molecular Dynamics, phase field crystal and amplitude equations simulations exhibit a shallow minimum at a finite width in the attractive case. In this sense the multiorder parameter based phase field model does not reflect that a grain boundary retains a finite amount of disorder at the melting point.
From a practical point of view, the multi-order parameter phase field model therefore captures grain boundary premelting at least qualitatively. We point out that a rather fine discretisation of the interface is needed in the simulations in order to obtain accurate interactions. This is to a significant extent attributed to the piecewise definition of the free energy functional and the derived equilibrium conditions and equations of motion.
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